
This summer, Circus Flora, in partnership with the World Chess Hall of
Fame, will present

The Pawn
in the Arts District at Grand Center.

May 29th – June 22nd, 2014.

In conjunction with this show, I will like to invite your chess club to attend the show,
and to offer demonstrations of your chess
skills beforehand.

This is a wonderful opportunity to showcase your
team’s chess skills, market your school and your
chess club and to celebrate the end of the chess
season and the diligence and hard work of your
team members.

Ideally, 4-8 chess players will arrive approximately
1 hour before the performance and be willing to
play chess amongst yourselves, play with interested
audience members, talk about your program and
market your school.

Afterwards, your entire chess team, and their
families, can attend the performance. Before the
show begins, the Ringmaster will introduce your
group and thank you for your participation. If your
team signs up 20 or more people to attend the
show, you will get a group discount of 20% off of
your tickets. Premium mezzanine tickets run $20-
22 a person, depending on the day.

If your team is interested in turning this into a fundraising opportunity, you can contact me about
options.

Some dates are already sold out or are taken by the World Chess Hall of Fame and Club. Other
schools are already scheduling their dates, so please respond as soon as possible to get the date that
you want. There is generally one show a day during the week, Friday and Saturday have two shows
(1:00 and 7:00) and Sunday has 1:00 and 5:30. Lots of options still!

Information regarding the show is included below.

If you interested, please contact Ann Dillon at (314) 604-1280 – cellphone, or
dillonmail@charter.net.
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Partnership with the World Chess Hall of Fame
Consistent with its efforts to bridge diverse disciplines, Circus Flora will partner with the World
Chess Hall of Fame to create and present The Pawn. As the artistic team immerses itself in the
history
and competition of the game, the World Chess Hall of Fame will act as institutional dramaturge,
providing guidance on how to make chess come alive in and above the ring. Both organizations
relish the challenge of bringing an activity of concentrated mental pursuit into the physical realm of
circus. Horses, knights, castles, pawns, kings, and queens all in play from the ground and in the air
– actions and reactions, paced slowly or rapidly, as on a chess board. But no timer to spoil the fun.

The Pawn
In this original new show, the seemingly insignificant Pawn stumbles into a grand adventure. The
audience joins him on his journey as he navigates a world of curious creatures and intrigues:
Knights mounted on all manner of steed. Bishops zigging and zagging across the colored squares. A
resourceful and brave Queen – whom all others strive to become, though not necessarily
encounter…
Drawing on millennia of chess lore, the audience will journey to a land of long ago, an exotic world
where myth and intellect collide, and the stone city surrenders to the desert’s ever shifting sands. In
this world, the chess pieces do not wait to be moved. They have their own adventures to play out
under the Big Top. Running May 29 – June 22, this original show will feature the world-renowned
Flying
Wallendas, a unique hand balancing/juggling act from Finland, Duo Kate & Pasi, and a breathtaking
trapeze act by the Flying Cortes. Featured animals include antics by Andriy & Mayya’s trained Jack
Russell Terriers, a liberty camel act showcasing the rare “painted” breed, and a dynamic trick riding
act.

Intimate and Astonishing—The Way a Circus Should Be


